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youtube is no stranger to experimenting with new features, regardless of whether a
proposed update is popular with its users. its latest test is bound to draw in some

negative attention, with major changes in the works for video ratings. in the coming
weeks, youtube will begin experimenting with hiding public dislike counts from view to
help prevent harassment campaigns targeted towards creators. this extension works
using a combination of cached data that was grabbed before youtube disabled access
to the dislike function in its api, and extrapolated user behavior. this means that the

number of dislikes on any given video will not be correct, but the ratio should be
somewhat accurate. a playlist resource represents a youtube playlist. a playlist is a
collection of videos that can be viewed sequentially and shared with other users. a

playlist can contain up to 200 videos, and youtube does not limit the number of
playlists that each user creates. by default, playlists are publicly visible to other users,

but playlists can be public or private. youtube also uses playlists to identify special
collections of videos for a channel, such as: uploaded videos positively rated (liked)

videos watch history watch later to be more specific, these lists are associated with a
channel, which is a collection of a person, group, or company's videos, playlists, and

other youtube information. you can retrieve the playlist ids for each of these lists from
the channel resource for a given channel. you can then use the playlistitems.list

method to retrieve any of those lists. you can also add or remove items from those
lists by calling the playlistitems.insert and playlistitems.delete methods.
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You might have noticed the dislike counter has returned to YouTube after the recent
update. The reason for this is because of a bug which has been addressed by Twitter.

It is reported that the dislikes are once again visible on YouTube for the recent
100,000 dislikes.To confirm this, one could try to access the Youtube Dislike stats page

and check whether the dislike count is showing or not. If it shows the count, that
means that the bug will be fixed soon. To enable or disable the likes on YouTube
videos, we can simply call the API method video.likes.list. The API returns a JSON

resource named subscription. This resource indicates whether the likes are enabled or
disabled on the particular video. To return a list of videos that have no likes, we can

just call the method video.list. YouTube promotes its videos and channels using
promoted videos and promoted channels. The YouTube bot retrieves the promoted

channels and videos from YouTube's promoted URL. The promoted resource is an array
containing zero or more JSON objects that belong to one of the following types: Video,
Channel and Remix. In this post, we will be exploring the properties and methods of

Channel resource. The rel=suggested parameter allows us to change the search
suggestions for a YouTube video. For example, we could choose to have the search

suggestions for the video review suggest the channels that are affiliated to YouTube,
instead of the channels with the most popular videos. 5ec8ef588b
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